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Exchange Controls under West German Treaties
for the Protection of Private Foreign Investment
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In recent years the movement for the protection of private foreign
investments has gained considerable momenhIm. Capital-importing
States are beginning to realize that private foreign capital cannot be
expected to venhIre abroad except under conditions of complete
safety. It is therefore not surprising that 47 States have enacted special
laws designed to attract foreign capital by determining the conditions
governing the inflow and outflow of such capital and the privileges
and other incentives available in respect thereof.[l] In several respects
these laws appear to be unsatisfactory. [2] Difficulties sometimes arise
because the law is drafted in such a way as to put it beyond the
comprehension of any person except an expert. [3] Granting the bona
fides of the enac1ing States, the potentiality of such laws in improving
the "investment climate" ought not to be underrated. At the same
time one should guard against over-emphasizing the benefits from
unilateral municipal action, the reason being that most under
developed States have gained neither political nor economic stability.
There is always the pOSSibility of a regime favouring foreign private
investments being replaced by a more nationalistic and socialist
oriented government reluctant to implement a foreign investment code
enacted by its predecessor. [4] Or the same government may repeal

o This article was written as the result of research in the Institute of Advanced
Studies, .Canberra.

1 The States concerned are: Afghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Burundi, Burma, Cameroon, Cambodia, Central African Republic, Chad,
Colombia, Chile, China (Taiwan), Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Ethiopia,
Gabon, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya,
Libya, Mali, Morocco, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Paraguay, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia,
Senegal, Somalia, South Korea, Spain, Surinam (the relevant law was not
available to the author), Tanganyika region of Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkey, Uganda, U.A.R. and Vietnam. A Bill for the protection of private
investments is pending in the Congress of the Philippines, and the Foreign
Investment Code of Congo (Leopoldville) has not yet entered into force.

2 See Reinhard Kovary, Investment Policy and Investment Legislation in Under
developed Countries (Rangoon, 1960).

3 See, e.g. the Japanese laws relating to foreign investments and exchange
controls. See in this connexion, Japan, Laws, Ordinances and ather Regulations
concerning Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade, published by Foreign
Exchange Study Association (Tokyo, 20 August 1964).

4· Thus in Burma little effect is being given to the foreign investment law. Over
seas Business Report, OBR--63-162: Basic data on the Economy of Burma,
p. 4 (December 19(3).
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the investment law it once enacted itself.[5] Such actions cast doubts
on the effectiveness of investment laws notwithstanding the fact that
enactment of these laws b,y 47 counbies may pave the path for the
emergence of rules of customary international law. Thus in the
absence of a multilateral code, capital-exporting countries have en
deavoured to protect investments by nationals abroad through the
instrumentality of bilateral treaties. The United States spearheaded
this movement, and by remodelling the traditional «commercial" or
"establishmenf" treaties, succeeded in bringing into force 23 modern
"establishmenf' treaties up to date.

The post-war economic reconstruction of Europe resulted in the
emergence of the United Kingdom, France and West Germany as
major capital-exporting countries. Confronted with problems similar
to those faced earlier by the United States, they too launched their
treaty programmes aimed at protecting investments by their nationals
abroad. But in accomplishing this object, these countries, particularly
West Germany-whose treaty programme as to investments is the
subject of the present study-preferred to seek agreements in respect
of fewer matters to which investors attached importance. The very
titles of the West German treaties on investment, in this connexion, are
therefore not without significance.[6]

The West German Treaty of Protection with Pakistan may be
regarded as the prinCipal prototype of all other treaties, except the

5 It is reported that on 13 July 1965, the Indonesian Gotong Royong (Co
operation) House of Representatives unanimously approved the repeal of the
Foreign Investment Law No. 78/1958 with its amendment of Law No. 15/1960.
See Djakarta Daily Mail" July 1965, p. 1, cc. 3-4.

6 Treaty between the Federal Republic of Germany and Cameroon concerning
the Encouragement of Investments, signed 29 June 1962, Bundesgesetzblatt
(hereinafter referred to as "BGBf') II, 1963, p. 991; Treaty between the
Federal Republic of Gennany and Greece concerning the Promotion and
Reciprocal Protection of Investments, signed 27 March 1961, BGBt, II, 1963,
p. 217; Treaty between the Federal Republic of Gennany and Guinea con
cerning the Encouragement of Investments, signed 19·· April 1962,BGBt, II,
1964, p, 145; Agreement between the Federal Republic of Germany and
Malaya concerning the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments,
signed 22 December 1960, BGBt, II, 1962, p. 1064; Treaty between the
Federal Republic of Gennany and Pakistan for the Promotion and Reciprocal
of Investments, signed 25 November 1959, BGBt, II, 1961, p. 793; Treaty
between the Federal Republic of Germany and Thailand concerning the Pro
motion and Reciprocal Protection of Investments, signed 13 December 1961,
Drucksache IVl231, BGBt, II, 1964, p. 687; Treaty between the Federal
Republic of Germany and Togo concerning the Encouragement of Investments,
signed 16 May 19-61, BGBt, II, 1964, p. 154. Treaties have been concluded
also with Iran, Liberia, and Morocco in 1961, and with the Republic of Korea,
Malagasy, and Turkey in 1962. All these treaties are hereinafter referred to as
treaties of protection. West Germany has also concluded Treaties of Establish
ment with the United States, BGBt, II, 1956, p. 487; France, BGBt, II, 1957,
p. 1661; Italy, BGBt, II, 1959, p. 949; Dominican Republic, BGBt, II, 1959,
p. 949; Dominican Republic, BGBt, II, 1959, p. 1469; and Greece, BGBt, II,
1962, p. 1505. None of these latter treaties is cowidered in the present article.
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recent West German Agreement with India,[7l which to a certain
extent is sui generis. The Agreernent with India does not bear the title
of a treaty, and is in fact more like an investment guarantee agree
ment. Unlike the treaties of protection, spelling out mutual obligations,
the Agreement with India primarily contains certain obligations
assumed by India in respect of West German investments. Only in
what may be regarded as tlle preamble to this Agreement is there
an obligation cast upon the Federal Republic of Germany to give
investments in India a treatment no less favourable than that accorded
to investments in any other country.

As pointed out earlier in this article, the scope of the West German
treaties of protection is designedly limited. Among other matters, these
treaties have contained provisions relating to the following: right of
establishment; non-discriminatory treatment; protection from expro
priation; protection from losses owing to war or other armed conHict,
or owing to revolution or revolt; exchange controls; investment guar
antees; retractivity of the treaty; adjudication of disputes; duration of
the treaty.

It will thus be seen that in most of the substantive provisions con
cerning foreign investments, foreign exchange restrictions in one form
or the other may be involved. Thus one may ask: Is an investor re
quired to obtain approval of exchange control authorities for making
the investment? Can an investor transfer to the country of his
residence any compensation paid for expropriation of his investment
or for losses suffered by him due to war or internal revolution or
revolt? Can he repatriate his capital or earnings in a convertible cur
rency? What other protection, if any, is accorded the investor from
operation of exchange restrictions? In view of the importance attached
to exchange controls by the treaties of protection, this article is
limited to an analysis of only those provisions which relate to various
transfers of funds by foreign investors or by their government in
special circumstances.

I

Exchange controls and the right of establishment

In regard to the right of establishment, prospective investors are
constrained in many countries to seek the permission of the local
exchange control authority prior to the making of any investment. By
this means the volume of capital inflow and also the currency used
for the purpose can be watched and controlled, and wherever neces
sary steps can be taken to insulate the internal economy against c'hot

7 In the text published in the Indian Journal of International Law, this Agreement
which is in the fonn of an exchange of notes on 15 October 1964, is entitled
"Understanding between the Government of India and the Government of the
Federal Republic of Gennany regarding the Encouragement and. Protection of
Gennan Private InvestInents in India"; 5 Indian Journal of International Latv
(1965), p. 91. Elsewhere, the same is published. as "Gennany-India Invest
ment Guaranty Agreement"'; 4 International Legal Materials (1965), p. 491.
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money" movements. Foreign exchange control restrictions can be
avoided by simply stipulating for the extension of "national treatment"
by one party to the nationals of the other party, seeking to establish
or actually establishing a business enterprise on its territory, inasmuch
as the commencement of business operations by nationals is usually
never dependent or conditional upon obtaining the consent of the
exchange control authorities. The West Gennan treaties of protectio~

however, do not adopt this approach and leave the door open for the
imposition of controls. A typical provision[8] from the Treaty of Pro
tection with Pakistan may be noted.

"Each contracting State ... will endeavour to admit in its territory,
in accordance with its legislation and rules and regulations framed
thereunder the investing of capital by nationals or companies of the
other Party and to promote such investments and will give sympathetic
consideration to requests for the grant of necessary permissions. In
the case of Pakistan such permissions shall be given with due regard
also to their published plans and policies."[9l

That the investments can be subject to approval is made explicit
even at the cost of being repetitious.[lO] An unusual step was taken in
the Agreement with India by specifically mentioning the laws where
under authorizations were required.[lll

II

(a) Exchange controls and the freedom of transfer by investors of
capital and profits

Restrictions on withdrawal of capital or on remission of profits
constitute major obstacles in the :Bow of investment capital to capital
importing countries. The treaties of protection made by West Germany

8 Article I (1). For similar provisions, see article I of the Treaty with Cameroon;
article I of the Treaty with Greece; article I of the Treaty with Guinea; article
II of the Treaty with Malaya; article I of the Treaty with Thailand; and article
I of the Treaty with Togo.

9 The last clause is omitted from other Treaties of Protection with Cameroo~

Guinea, Malaysia and Thailand and is substituted by the clause: HThey [con
tracting Parties] shall accord such investments fair and equitable treatment in
every case".

10 See letter by Mr H. A. Hasnie, Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Government
of Pakistan, to the West German Minister for Foreign Affairs, Dr Heinrich
von Brentano, of November 25, 1959. BGBt, II, 1961, p. 801. See further
Protocol (2) , of Cameroon; Protocol (2), of Guinea; Protocol (1) (a), of
Thailand.

11 These laws were the Capital Issues Control Act, the Foreign Exchange
Regulations Act, the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act and the
Indian Companies Act. It was also stipulated that "if and when other or
further authorisations become necessary on the ground of changes in the
relevant Indian legislation, such new requirements shall be communicated to
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany by the Government of
India. In respect of invesbnent made after the date of such communication,
the authorizations mentioned therein shall be considered as necessary author
izations within the meanings of the first sentence of this paragraph"; paragraph
2, Letter No. T-27/59-III, dated 15 October 1964, from the Indian
Ambassador to the State Secretary, Foreign Office, Bonn.
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therefore contain an obligation imposed on both parties requiring
them to allow such transfers. The standard fonn in which this guar
antee is fonnulated appears as follows in the Treaty with
Pakistan:-[12]

"Either party shall in respect of all investments[131 guarantee to nationals
or companies of the other party the transfer of the invested capital,[141

of the returns therefrom and in the event of liquidation, the proceeds
of such liquidation."[151

The guarantee in respect to permission for the above-mentioned
transfers of funds is unconditional, and therefore of more value to
investors than the qualified obligations' of similar nahrre under certain
of the United States treaties, of establishment. The word "liquidation"
has also been given an extended interpretation and is deemed to
include any disposal effected for the purpose of completely or partly
giving up the inves,tment concemed.[161 Likewise in the Agreement
with India, India has assumed the obligation to allow the transfer of
profits and capital, the latter "without undue delay or in such manner
as may have been laid down in the document of approval or consent
before the investment was made".[17]

(b) Rates of exchange for transfers pennitted under the treaty
concerned

One question of crucial importance to an investor is. the rate of
exchange applicable to the transfer of capital and profits in a country

12 Article 4.

13 The phrase "in respect of all investments" has been omitted from Article 4, of
Greece; Article 4, of Guinea; Article 4, of Thailand; Article 4, of Togo. The
Treaty of Protection with Malaya also omits this phrase and instead provides
cceither Contracting Party shall pennit the transfer between the territories
of the two Contracting Parties ...".

14 In the Treaty of Protection with Cameroon the word "invested" has been
omitted from the phrase "transfer of the invested capital". This change cor
responds to the Gennan text where the phrase cCTransfer des Kapitals" occurs
but the French text uses the expression cCZe transfert du Capital invest(';
Article 4. Identical provision is contained in the Treaty of Protection with
Togo but in this case the expression used in the French text is CCtransferer le
capital".

15 This provision is a modified version of Article 15 (3) of the Treaty of Estab
lishment with Italy whereunder it was provided:
c7eder Vertragsstaat gewahrt den Staatsangehorigen und Gessellschaften des
anderen vertragsstaates angemessene Moglichkeiten fur den Transfer des
investierten Kapitals und seiner Ertragnisse"; Article 15 (3). uEach Contract
ing State extends to the nationals and companies of the other Contracting
State adequate radeguate' (in Italian text)] facilities for the transfer of the
invested capital and the returns therefrom." (Free translation made by the
present writer.)

16 Protocol (5) of the Treaty with Cameroon. Similar provisions are contained
m Protocol (5) of the Treaty with Greece; Protocol (5) of the Treaty with
Guinea; Protocol (5} of the Treaty' with Malaya; Protocol (4) of the Treaty
with Thailand; and paragraph 7 of the Proces-Verbal of the Treaty with Togo.

17 Paragraph 1 (c), Letter No. T-27/59-III, dated 15 October 1964, from
the Indian Ambassador to the State Secretary, Foreign Office, Bonn.
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maintaining a multiple exchange rate structure. Also where "free
markefs" exist alongside an "official market", the local currency may
be quoted at a discount against convertible currencies in the free
market. Naturally, it would be to the advantage of a foreign investor
if the investment-receiving State maintained a stable rate of exchange
and permitted transfers of funds at the official parity. This matter has
received special attention in the West Gennan treaties, and provisions
in respect thereof are more detailed than similar provisions in the
United States treaties of establishment. Thus, either party is to allow
transfer of profits and capital at the rates of exchange applicable to
current transactions on the date the transfer is made.[18 l It is important
to note that even for capital transfers the rate of exchange will be one
that is applicable to current transfers. However, this rate itself is to
be based on the agreed par value with the International MOlletary
Fund, and is to be within the margins above or below parity admitted
under article IV, section 3, of the Articles of Agreement of the
Fund.£19l In case there is no fixed par value with the Fund, the appro
priate authorities of the party in the territory of which the investment
is situated are to admit the official rate fixed in relation to the Unitoo
States dollar, gold, or any other freely convertible currency. If no
such rate is in existence, the transfers are to be pennitted at a rate
which is c'fair and equitable".[20] The West German Agreement with
India makes a different approach to the problem. It simply provides
that the transfer of capital ,and profits shall be pennitted at the rate
applicable to payments for current transactions as understood under
the Articles of Agreement of the International Monet~ry Fund.£211

(c) Transfers to be allowed "without delay"

All the treaties tequire the parties to permit the transfer of capital
and profits "without delay".[221 With a view to removing any doubts

18 Article 6 ( 1) of the Treaty with Cameroon; article 6 ( 1) of the Treaty with
Greece; article 6 ( 1) of the Treaty with Guinea; article 7 ( 1) of the Treaty
with Malaya; article 6 (1) of the Treaty with Pakistan; article 6 ( 1) of the
Treaty with Thailand; and article 6 (1) of the Treaty with Togo.

19 Article 6 (2) of the Treaty with Cameroon; article 6 (2) of the Treaty with
Greece; article 6 (2) of the Treaty with Guinea; article 7 (2) of the Treaty
with Malaya; article 6 (2) of the Treaty with Pakistan; article 6 (2) of the
Treaty with Thailand; and article 6 (2) of the Treaty with Togo.

20 Article 6 (3) of the Treaty with Cameroon; article 6 (3) of the Treaty with
Greece; article 6 (3) of the Treaty with Guinea; article 7 (3) of the Treaty
with Malaya; and article 6 (3) of the Treaty with Pakistan. In the Treaty
with Pakistan, it is provided that if no par value fixed with the InternaHonal
Monetary Fund exists, the parties will admit a rate which is "just and reason
able": article 6 (3). The Treaty with Thailand lays down that in the absence
of a rate of exchange based on the fixed par value, the "market rate'~ for a
freely convertible currency is to apply; article 6 (3). This rate is understood to
be the rate published by the Thai Bankers' Association: Protocol 5 (b). But
in case there are multiple exchange rates, the rate "that is fair and equitable
for such transfers" will apply: Protocol 5 (c).

21 Paragraph 1 (e), Letter No. T-27/59-111, dated 15 October 1964, from
the Indian Ambassador to the State Secretary, Foreign Office~ Bonn.

22 See note [18], ante.
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as to the meaning of this expression it is stated that ~cA transfer shall
be deemed to have been made ~without delay' ... if made within such
period as is nonnally required for the completion of transfer formali
ties. The said period shall commence on the day on which the relevant
request has been submitted and may on no account exceed two
months". [23] (Italics supplied.)

Apparently in the treaties of protection efforts have been made to
further limit this "period of defennent" rather than to increase it.
Thus in the case of Thailand the nonnal period required for COln
pletion of such transaction shall commence on the day on which the
request for transfer was '~correctly submitted" and can "on no account
exceed two weeks".[241

In the Agreement with India, the right was recognized of the Indian
government to impose temporary restrictions on transfers of funds
covered under the treaty in exceptional circumstances when such
transfers '\vithout undue delay" would result in serious strain on
India~s monetary reserves. For an obJective assessment of tllis situation,
account is to be taken of India's total transfer commitments and
balance of payments situation. Any difference of opinion on this
matter may give rise to mutual consultations \vith a view to settling
the matter to the satisfaction of both parties. In these exceptional
circumstances the amount sought to be transferred by the Gennan
investor "shall be promptly detennined in Deutsche Mark at the then
prevailing rate of exchange". The result of this provision is that any
extra burden resulting from the devaluation of Indian rupee or
revaluation IIpwards of Genu,an mark cun"ency would have to be
borne by India since the transfer of a fixed sum in marks is to be
pennitted. The transfer of sums is to be allowed in ~'equal annual
instalments spread over as few years as possible" but not exceeding
one year in the case of the transfers of profits and dividends, tlrree
years in the case of the transfer of compensation payable on aeco,unt
of expropriation, and six years for the transfer of proceeds accruing
from total or partial liquidation.[251

III

Circumstances in which exchange controls are pennissible

Unlike the United States' treaties: of establishment, most West
German treaties: of protection do not attempt to enunciate principles
determining when exchange controls are pennissible. Usually the
obligation to pennit transfers of capital and profits is unqualified and

23 Protocol (6) of the Treaty with Cameroon; Protocol (4) of the Treaty with
Greece; Protocol (6) of the Treaty with Guinea; and paragraph 6 of the
Proces-Verbal of the Treaty with Togo. Protocol (8) of the Treaty with
Malaya defines "without undue delay" in a similar manner.

24 Protocol 5 (2) of the Treaty with Thailand.
25 Letter No. T-27159 ( 1 )1111, dated 15 October 1964, froln the Indian

Ambassador to the State Secretary, Foreign Offiee, Bonn.
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has to be discharged notwithstanding exchange controls that might be
in force. In only one treaty of protection, that with Thailand, is it
possible for such controls to take the fonn of quantitative restrictions
where considerations "regarding exchange market stability and balance
of payments necessitate the introduction of measures to assure the
availability of foreign exchange". In such an event, the Bank of
Thailand may specify that commercial and industrial enterprises shall
be allowed to transfer in instalments of 2 million and 4 million baht
per month respectively.l26] As already pointed out temporary restric
tions in the prescribed manner can be imposed under the Agreement
with India if transfers of funds will result in serious strain on India's
monetary reserves.

IV

Exchange controls and the transfer of compensation moneys, or of
moneys accruing as a result of investment guarantees

Exchange controls may again be involved in th/ree other situations:
(a) at the time of transferring compensation paid on account of the
expropriation of the investment; (b) at the time of transferring the
compensation awarded to an investor who has suffered loss due to
war or internal disturbances, such as a revolution, revolt, or any
other fonn of armed conflict; and (c) at the time of transferring funds
accruing toa party as a result of the coming into operation of an
investment guarantee.

(a) Exchange ~nlrols on compensation paid for expropriatioa-All
West Gennan treaties in the connexion recognize the right of either
party to expropriate investments. The fonn in which the relevant pro
vision appears in the Treaty with Pakistan is as follows:-l27l

"Nationals or companies of either party shall not be subjected to ex
propriation of their investments in the territory of the other party
except for public benefit [and] against compensation l28] which shall
represent the equivalent of the investments affected. l291 Such com
pensation shall be actually realizable and freely transferable in the
currency of the other party[30] without undue delay. [31l Adequate
provision[32] shall be made at or prior to the time of expropriation

26 Protocol (4) (b) of the Treaty with Thailand.
27 Article 3 (2).

28 The tenn "just compensation:P' is used in article 3 (2) of the Treaty with
Thailand.

29 The Treaty with Guinea here adds the·words ""au moment de iexpropriation";
see article 3 (2). The Treaty with Cameroon adds the words ~~ltre !ixee et
versee sans delai infustifie"; see article 3 (2).

30 The phrase "in the currency of the other party" is dropped from the Treaties
with Cameroon, Greece, Guinea, Thailand, and Togo.

31 The expression '~without delay':P is used in the Treaty with Togo.

32 The Treaties with Guinea and Togo omit the words "adequate compensation".
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for the determination and the grant of such compensation.[33] The
legality of any such expropriation and the amount of compensation
shall be subject to review by due process of law."[34:]

"Expropriation" is not confined to measures of "expropriation" as
such or to "nationalization~', but extends to all measures undertaken
by a State which in effect are indistinguishable from expropriation.[351

It will be noted that the compensation must be cCfreely transferable"'.
In other words, if exchange dealings are subject to a permit or a
licence of the local exchange control, the same should be available
to the investor as of right. As regards the rate of exchange applicable
to the transfer of compensation and the period within which it should
be allowed, provisions discussed under II (a), (b) will apply respec
tively.

The agreement with India contained an unusual declaration of the
Indian Government's policy as to expropriation, namely that it did
~'not intend, as a rule, to nationalize or expropriate approved foreign
investments" (italics supplied). But as probably no State is willing
to surrender the sovereign power of C'eminent domain" the Agreement
went on to provide that an expropriation of an investment shall be
based c'on practical considerations and be taken in the national
interest". For any direct or indirect deprivation of an investment cCfair
and equitable compensation" shall be paid and the same is guaranteed
effective transfer without undue delay.[3G]

Several points may be noted about this interesting provision. In
no other treaty of establishment or of protection of investment con
cluded by the United States, France, Switzerland, Germany and the
United Kingdom, does one find a categorical statement of policy
guaranteeing non-expropriation of approved investments c'as a rule".
Further, where India has to deviate from this ~'rule" compensation
will be payable for all "direcf' and "indirecf' deprivations of invest
ments. In this respect the Government of India has extended a wider
guarantee to German investors than what is available to national

33 The whole of this sentence has been omitted in .the Treaties with Cameroon
and Malaya.

34 The Treaty with Malaya substitutes the following for the first two lines of
this provision:-
"The investments of nationals or companies of either Contracting Party in the
territory of the other Contracting Party shall not be expropriated· for a public
purpose, nor shall they be expropriated without prompt, adequate and effec
tive compensation which shall be freely transferable between the territories
of the two Contracting Parties."

35 Protocol (4) of the Treaty with Cameroon; Protocol (2) of the Treaty with
Greece; Protocol (4) of the Treaty with Guinea; Protocol (6a) of the Treaty
with Malaya; Protocol (3) of the Treaty with Pakistan; Protocol 3 (a) of the
Treaty with Thailand; and paragraph 4 of the Proces-Verbal of the Treaty
with Togo.

36 Paragraph 1 (d), Letter No.T-27/59-111, dated 15 October 1964, from the
Indian Ambassador to the State Secretary, Foreign Office, Bonn.
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businessmen under the Constitution. [37l The quantunl of compensa
tion, however, is to be only ~~fair and equitable" and not the just
equivalent of investment expropriated; and further no provision has
been made for the judicial review of such compensation in accordance
with due process of la\v. The reason for this seems to be that the
Indian Constitution places the issue of justiciability of quantum of
compensation beyond the competence of courts of law and the deter
mination of amount of compensation by the executive is designed to
be final. [38l But should the compensation be lower than the market
value of the expropriated investment, resort can be had to the
machinery for adjudication of the disp'ute provided under the agree
ment. In any event provisions relating to the rate of exchange as well
as to the duration within which the transfer of compensation is to
be pennitted are the same as noted above in the case of transfers of
capital and profits. [39]

(b) Exchange controls on compensation, paid for loss due' to war,
armed conflict, revolution or revolt.-With the exception of the Treaty
of Protection with Malaya, the West German treaties provide safe
guards to investors from the hazards of war, anned conflict, revolution
or revolt. Thus if an investor suffers loss of investment or of income
therefrom due to these causes he is to be accorded a treatment no less
favourable than that accorded to its own nationals by the party where
such events take place, as re:gards restitution, indemnification, com
pensation or other valuable consideration. In respect of transferring
such compensation, the treatment accorded to nationals of one party
is to be n~t less than the treatment accorded by the other party to
the nationals of any third. country.[40] Provisions regarding exchange
rates and the period within which the transfers are to be allowed
(see ante) will also apply to transfers of compensatio~ mutatis
mutandis.

There is no comparable provision in tile Agreement with India.

(c) Exchange controls on transfers arising out of investment
guarantees.-With a view to accelerating the How of private capital
abroad, the United States initiated an investment insurance pro
gramme wheTeunder foreign investors could be lllSured a,gainst non
commercial risks. Insurance under this s,cheme was, however, available

37 The obligation to pay compensation arises·only where the deprivation amounts
either to acquisition or requisition of property. See articles 31 (2) and
31 (2A) of the Constitution of India.

38 On this see Indian Home Minister's speech on the Amendment Bill which
subsequently became Constitution Fourth Amendment Act 1955, in Rajya
Sabba, 19 April 195.5, referred to by D. D. Basu, Commentary on the Con
stitution of India, vol. II (4th 00., Calcutta, 1962, pp. 224-5).

39 See II (b) and (e) , ante.
40 Article a (3) of the Treaty with Cameroon; article 3 (3) of the Treaty with

Greece; article 3 (3) of the Treaty with Guinea; article 3 (3) of the Treaty
with Pakistan; article 3 (3) of the Treaty with Thailand; and article 3 (3) of
the Treaty with Togo.
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only in respect of countries with which the United States had entered
into a separate guaranty agreement. The West German investment
guarantee programme is based to some extent upon the model of the
United States. An important distinction, however, is that West
Gennany does not conclude as a nIle a separate guarantee agreement
with a State, in regard to which guarantees are made available, but
instead a clause to the following effect is added in the treaty of pro
tection:-[41]

"If a Contracting Party has given guarantees to any of its nationals
or companies in respect of the matters governed by this Treaty[42]
and has made payments under such guarantees,[43] the other Contract
ing Party shall, without prejudice to the rights of the first-mentioned
Contracting Party under article 10 (providing for adjudication of
disputes arising under the Treaty) recognize the transfer of all rights
and interests from that national or company to the first-mentioned
Contracting Party by virtue of law and legal transaction as well as
subrogation of that Contracting Party to all such rights and interests. [44]
As regards the transfer of payments to be made by virtue of the
transfer of rights to the Contracting Party concerned, paragraphs 2, 3
and 4 of article 3 (transfers of compensation paid on account of ex
propriation of investments and returns therefrom and transfer of any
compensation paid due to loss of investments or returns therefrom
due to armed conflicts, revolution or revolt), and article 4 (transfer
of capital and profit by investors) shall apply mutatis mutandis."[45]

This provision does not specify the matters in respect of which
guarantees might be extended by either party. Even the vague
standard set up by the phrase "in respect of the matters governed by
this Treaty" has been dropped from other treaties of protection. One
clue, however, is provided by the last clause quoted above. It would
appear that either p,arty must .have insured the investor against
expropriation of investments or returns therefrom, losses of investments
due to war, armed conflict, etc., and the inconvertibility of capital or
proceeds therefrom. In fact, the West German investment guarantee
programme launched in 1962[46] does prinCipally take account of

41 Article 5 of the Treaty with Cameroon.
42 Under article 5 of the Treaty with Togo, the expression used is cCSi ane

Partie Contractante, en vertu d'une garantie donnee poor un invesfissement.".
It thus omits the phrase "in respect of the matters governed by this Treaty".
This phrase has also been dropped from article 6 of the Treaty with Malaya;
article 5 of the Treaty with Togo; article 5 of the Treaty with Guinea; article
5 of the Treaty with Thailand; article 5 of the Treaty with Pakistan; and
article 5 of the Treaty with Greece.

43 The words cnas made payments under such guarantees" were dropped from
the Treaties with Greece, Pakistan, and Thailand. In these Treaties, the pro-
vision referred to above comes into operation when a claim arising out of a
guarantee given for an investment is asserted against a Contracting Party.

44 In the Treaties with Greece, Pakistan, Malaya, and Thailand, and in the
Agreement with India, the language of the corresponding provision is different,
but there appears to be little change in substance.

45 The last line has been omitted from the Treaty with Malaya.

46 For the details of this programme, see Bundeshaushaltsgesetz, 1962, s~ction

23, al. I, No.3, referred to by Roy Preiswerk, La Protection des Investissements
Prives dans les Traites Bilateaux (Zurich, 1963) p. 206, note 101.
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these three situations. Under this programme, West German investors
can be insured against losses as a result of: (a) nationalization, con
fiscation or similar measures taken by authorities, including any illegal
non-feasance having the effect of confiscation; (b) war or other armed
conflict, revolution or public disorder; (c) moratoria or prohibitions
of payments; (d) impossibility of conversion or transfer of sums paid
into a solvent bank within West Gennany for purposes of transfer.£47l
In any event, where a party has been subrogated under the treaty, it
can effect transfers of any compensation, capital or profits which might
have accrued to the investor. This situation, it is submitted, will arise
only when the State from whose territory transfers are sought to be
made has violated that provision of the treaty which entitled the
investor to effect the same transfer. Provisions under II (b) and (c),
ante, relating to the rate of exchange and prescribing the period within
which transfers are to be allowed are also applicable.

Conclusions

The success of the West Gennan treaty programme for the pro
tection of private foreign investments is indeed impressive. Within a
brief span of six years treaties have been concluded with thirteen
underdeveloped States. Of the seven treaties that have entered into
force, only one is with a European country, Greece, and the rest are
all with countries from Asia and Africa. Even a reluctant country like
India has become a party to this programme, although she has avoided
entering into a treaty of protection. By way of comparison it may be
pointed out that the United States has been able to make only ten
States (including Muscat and Oman, Yemen, Nepal and Taiwan)
from Asia and Africa party to the treaty programme launched im
mediately after the termination of the Second World War. In fact
an examination of all the post-war treaties concluded for protecting
foreign investments leaves one with a feeling that the Afro-Asian
countries appear more willing to enter into such arrangements with
Japan, Switzerland, Germany and France rather than with the United
States. The explanation would seem to be in the realm of international
politics. This does not mean that the West German treaties are with
out special features to make them attractive. They are short, to the
point, and drafted with precision. A certain degree of He~bility has
characterized the approach to the West German Government in the
negotiation of these treaties. No rigid emphasis has been placed on
the inclusion of certain types of provisions, or on the final instruments
conforming to a particular pattern. The Agreement with India will
clearly bear out this point. In the substantive provisions very little
use has been made of such relative standards as the "most favoured
nation" clause or "national" treatment. From the point of view of
exchange controls, West Gennan treaties provide very strong
guarantees in respect of transfers of funds by foreign investors.

47 See Bekanntrnachungen, Der Bundesminister fiir Wirtschaft, promulgated on
17 May 1962, published in Bundesanzeiger, No. 146, 4 August 1962.
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The West Gennan treaties of protection constitute indeed effective
instruments for the protection of investments and have various
advantages over a full-Hedged treaty of establishment. It will be
surprising if the West Gennan practice does not spread to other
countries like the Netherlands, Italy and other European States in the
near future.




